 bonds kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap" kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap (kollam)

(issued: (Name of the issuer)

Date: 23-02-2017

1. s1-006/18000/2015 dated 15-2-17
2. s1-006/18000/2015 dated 15-2-17
3. s1-006/18000/2015 dated 15-2-17
4. s1-006/18000/2015 dated 15-2-17
5. s1-006/18000/2015 dated 15-2-17

Bonds dated 15-2-17

Issued

(1) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(2) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(3) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(4) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(5) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(6) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(7) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(8) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(9) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(10) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(11) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(12) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(13) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(14) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(15) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(16) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(17) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(18) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(19) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(20) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(21) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap

(22) The State Bank of India (Name of the Issuer) kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap kollam pazhavangode vallam lumbarisombagap